
TOASTER OVEN

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Model: RM/482

Read this manual thoroughly before using and save it for future reference



IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
When using electrical appliance, basic safety precautions should always be followed,

including the following:

1. Read all instruction and product labels and warnings before using the Toaster oven.

2. Do not touch the hot surfaces. The temperature of the door or the outer surface may be

high when the toaster oven is operating. Always use oven mitts when handling hot

materials, and allow metal parts to cool down before cleaning. Allow the units to cool

thoroughly before putting in or taking off parts. Always use the handle when moving the

unit.

3. When the unit is not be used and before cleaning, unplugs the toaster oven from the wall

outlet.

4. To protect against the risk of electrical shock, do not immerse the unit in water or other

liquid.

5. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the appliance

malfunctions or has been damaged in any manner. Return appliance to the nearest

authorized service facility for examination, repair or adjustment.

6. The use of accessory not recommended by manufacturer may cause injury to persons or

damage to appliance.

7. Do not store anything that beyond manufacturer’s recommendation when not using this

toaster oven.

8. Do not use outdoors or for commercial purpose, do not use this toaster oven for other

intended purpose.

9. Do not let the cord hang over the edge of table or counter.

10.Do not place the appliance near the hot gas or electronic burner or other toaster oven, for

this will cause fire.

11.A fire may occur if the toaster oven is covered or touching flammable material,

including curtains, draperies, walls and the like when in operation. Do not store any

items on top of the appliance during operation.



12.Do not place any flammable material such as paper, cardboard, plastic or other things

that may catch fire in the taster oven.

13.Do not cover the toaster oven with metal foil; this will cause overheating of the toaster

oven.

14.Oversize food shall not be put into the appliance for it will cause fire or electronic shock

on the toaster oven

15.Extreme caution is necessary when disposing the hot grease when broiling.

16.Do not clean with metal sourcing pad. Pieces will break off the pad and touch electrical

part involving a risk of electrical shock.

17.To turn this appliance off returns all the controls to “OFF” position.

18.The appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with

reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if

they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe

way and understand the hazards involved. Children shall not play with the appliance.

Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children unless they are older than

8 and supervised.

19.Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach of children less than 8 years.

20.The appliance is not intended to be operated by means of an external timer or separate

remote-control system.

21.This appliance is intended to be used in household and similar applications such as:

– staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other working environments;

– farm houses;

– by clients in hotels, motels and other residential type environments;

– bed and breakfast type environments.

22.Save these instructions.



KNOW YOUR TOASTER OVEN

INTRODUCTION OF CONTROL PANEL (The control panel design is subject

to change without prior notice.)

  Timer_knob

  Switch_knob

Thermostat_knob

  Handle

  Grill rack

Roasting Tray

 Rotating shaft

Spit rod

 Eclosure

Lamp Cover

  Switch



FOR THE FIRST USE
Remove packing materials and any stickers. Remove the detachable accessories from oven.

Wash in sudsy water, rinse and dry with a cloth or paper towel. Replace all the detachable

accessories in oven. Select a location for the unit. Do not place unit under cabinets or too

close to the wall to allow heat to flow without damaging counter space. Plug unit into

electrical outlet.

NOTE:

1. Initial start-up operation may result in minimal smell and smoke (about 15 min.). This is

normal. It is due to the protective substance on heating elements which protect them from

salt effects during shipping from factory. Keep the air draught in good condition in the



initial use.

2. The least limit between the food and the upper heating element should be 30mm, for the

perfect result.

3. The baking pan can just be placed on the grill rack.

4. Always monitor the food at this setting to ensure that you are not overcooking

5. The inner cavity is equipped with different height of slots for placing grill rack in order

to get perfect result.

6. The toaster oven is with “stay on” function, it means that if you rotate the timer to “stay

on” position, the toaster oven will not stop working until you manually shut it off.

WARNING: After finish toasting, move the food out of the oven chamber with glove in

order to avoid being scalded.

USING YOUR TOASTER OVEN

BROIL
For broiling function, only the upper heating element will work, the setting is applicable for

broiling the top surface of food or broiling the chops or steaks.

1. Plug in and then rotate the temperature control knob to the desired temperature, dial the

function knob to the position.

2. Open the oven door and place grill rack in high position. Do not cover the grill rack with

aluminum foil.

3. Place the baking pan on the grill rack and then place the food into the baking pan.

4. Close the oven door.

5. Turn the timer to choose your desired cooking time. After setting time, the power

indicator illuminates and the appliance starts to work.

6. At any time, you can turn on the lamp switch to make the oven lamp illuminate in order

to observe the working condition of the toaster oven.

7. When the toast cycle is finished, the timer will back to “OFF” position and the bell will



ring and then the appliance and power indicator will turn off automatically.

Note: During operation, you can stop the cycle at any time by turning the timer to “OFF”

position and the bell will ring.

8. Take out the baking pan with oven mitts and taking rack.

CAUTION: Be careful! The baking pan may be very hot, fetch it with oven mitt, do not

touch hot parts!

CONVECTION

When choose this setting, more air will be circulated in the oven, so food will cook faster

than the conventional setting. When baking pizza, the cooking time can be reduced by 25%.

1. Plug in and then rotate the temperature control knob to the desired temperature, dial

the function knob to the position. We recommend preheating 15 minutes

with the door closed before baking food to achieve satisfactory result.

2. After preheating, open the oven door and insert the grill rack to the suitable rack slot.

3. Place the baking pan in the grill rack and then place the pizza in the baking pan.

4. Close the oven door.

5. Turn the timer to choose your desired cooking time. After setting time, the power

indicator illuminates and the appliance starts to work.

6. At any time, you can turn on the lamp switch to make the oven lamp illuminate in

order to observe the working condition of the toaster oven.

7. When the toast cycle is finished, the timer will back to “OFF” position and the bell

will ring and then the appliance and power indicator will turn off automatically.

Note: During operation, you can stop the cycle at any time by turning the timer to

“OFF” position and the bell will ring.

8. Remove the pizza from the oven.

Caution: Be careful! The baking pan and grill rack may be very hot, fetch it with oven mitt,

do not touch hot parts!



BAKE
1. Plug in and then rotate the temperature control knob to the desired temperature, dial the

function knob to the position at which both the heating elements will work. This

setting is perfect for baking food.

2. Open the oven door and insert the grill rack to the suitable rack slot.

3. Place the baking pan on the grill rack and then place whole chicken into the baking pan.

Do not cover the grill rack with aluminum foil.

3. Close the oven door.

4. Turn the timer to choose your desired cooking time. After setting time, the power

indicator illuminates and the appliance starts to work.

5. At any time, you can turn on the lamp switch to make the oven lamp illuminate in order

to observe the working condition of the toaster oven.

6. When the toast cycle is finished, the timer will back to “OFF” position and the bell will

ring and then the appliance and power indicator will turn off automatically.

Note: During operation, you can stop the cycle at any time by turning the timer to “OFF”

position and the bell will ring.

7. Move the chicken out of the oven.

Caution: Be careful! The grill rack may be very hot, fetch it with oven mitt, do not touch

hot parts!

GRILLINGWHOLE CHICKEN OR CHOP

This toaster oven can grill whole chicken or chop.

1. After preprocessing, pierce the chicken from head to end with rotating shaft, locate the

drumsticks with a spit, and locate the head and wings with the other spit. Then fix the two

spits on the rotating shaft.

2. Before grilling it is recommended to preheat the appliance. Choose proper temperature

and grilling time. (Generally, the preheat temperature is about 200℃, and the preheat time

is about 10 min.)



3. After preheat, position the rotating shaft with chicken into the toaster oven.

4. Dial the function knob to the position. Set the temperature and timer. And the

rotating shaft will rotate and it will begin to grill.

5. When it finished grilling, the bell will ring, take out the rotating shaft using taking rack

and then you can take the chicken out from rotating shaft and spits.

Caution: Be careful! The rotating shaft, spits and chicken may hot, wear oven mitts to

protect yourself from burning.

USEFULTIPS
1. Condensation will appear on the oven door for some foods and then disappear. This is

normal.

2. Cook food immediately after defrosting.

3. Frozen foods and thick meat will take longer to cook.

4. Avoid opening the Oven Door too frequently to prevent heat loss.

5. When baking, smoke will likely appear. Removing excess fat prior to baking can reduce

this.

CLEANAND MAINTENANCE
1. Before cleaning the toaster oven unplug it and allow it to cool completely.

2. Wash all the attachments with mild, soaped water including the grill rack and the baking

pan.

3. Immerse the attachments on the water to wash them completely, abrasive cleansers,

scrubbing brushes and chemical cleansers will damage the grill rack and baking pan.

4. Using a mild cloth to clean the inner of the oven, remember to clean it regularly.

5. To clean the door by using a hot cloth with detergent or soap.

6. Do not immerse the unit on water to clean the appliance.

7. Do not wipe the heating elements.

8. Do not install the grill rack or baking pan on the lower heating element directly.



9. Do not use any metal pad to clean the surfaces of oven to avoid reducing finish.

CAUTION
Never operate your toaster oven with the oven door open.

Never put the baking pan (or any other accessory) directly on the top of the lower heating

elements.

TROUBLE SHOOTING
NO. Problem Solution

1 Unit smokes during baking.

Initial start up operation may result in minimal smell

and smoke (about 15 min.). This is normal. It is due

to the protective substance on heating. Elements

which protects them from salt effects during

shipping from factory.

Smoke in baking functions often means the baking

pan or interior cavity is dirty.

Smoke often appears in baking and is normal. Cut

off excess fat prior to baking to reduce smoke

Stop using appliance if smoke source is the power

cord. Unplug.

2

The grill rack is stuck and

oven door does not operate

smoothly

Remove grill rack and clean the grill rack slots inside

oven chamber. Check if the grill rack is deformed or

not.



ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLYDISPOSAL

You can help protect the environment!
Please remember to respect the local regulations: hand
in the non-working electrical equipments to an
appropriate waste disposal center.
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